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Welcome to the MMGM Newsletter
December 12 is National Ding-A-Ling Day
A very special day to "Ring your Bell". Nope, we're not talking about
the Salvation Army Bell Ringers, standing with their bells and kettles,
outside of every store in the country. On National Ding-a-Ling Day,
you should brace yourself for bizarre and crazy behavior, from all of
the people you encounter today. Even normally conservative people
have been known to go a little crazy on this day. Some people say this
is a day for wackos, lunatics, and others who are off their rocker. We
say, it is simply a day to cut loose, act a little weird.
What do you do to celebrate this day? Be ever vigilant to the
ding-a-lings that will come out of the woodwork. Ding-a-Lings will be
everywhere: on the road, on the street, in stores, and even in your
house! We suggest you get into the holiday spirit, and become a
ding-a-ling yourself......But, please do so for just one day.
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Is An Ill Wind Blowing? By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
Generally, as real estate attorneys, we try to stay away from the financial aspects of
transactions and focus on document review and the overall legal aspects of the
transaction. However, it has been difficult to ignore some of the analysis and
predictions that are permeating trade publications recently. As a real estate
attorney, I am concerned about the state of the market as are real estate agents and
brokers.
Mike Orr, a housing analyst at Arizona State University in Tempe stated “Certain
areas have already become a buyers’ market, and the entire market will be there by
early next year.” Why is this so? There are several factors at work that may cause
this prediction to become reality.
There is a growing concern about the impact of a provision of the Dodd-Frank Act
which goes into effect in January. The Dodd-Frank Act will, while well intentioned,
inadvertently guarantees that many fewer home buyers will qualify for home
mortgages. Effective January 10, 2014, the Dodd-Frank Act will require borrowers
in a typical mortgage situation (such as through Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA and VA) to provide
documentary proof from third parties of the sources of their income and the ratio of the borrower’s debt to
income ratio will not be allowed to exceed 43%.
The burden of proof will be on the lender to demonstrate to the regulatory authorities that it made a
reasonable, good faith determination of a consumer’s ability to repay any consumer credit transaction
secured by a dwelling. On the surface that is a good thing. For certain it is better than what lead up to the
housing bubble where “stated income” loans allowed the borrower to simply state what his or income was
with little or no verification required. But, will it have unintended consequences? Many banks are already
starting to impose new and stringent requirements to be able to demonstrate their compliance with these
requirements in advance of January 10, 2014. It sounds simple on its face but banks are taking these
regulations very seriously. Borrowers are already finding it very burdensome and time consuming to
comply with the banks demands for verification. Many applicants are turned away due to lack of
qualification.
The sparks are already beginning to fly and the train is close to coming off the tracks. Banks have been
reporting now, for months, that they are starting to lay off large numbers of loan department employees
because of the high operating costs and increased litigation caused by the Dodd-Frank Act, not to mention
the impact of increasing interest rates and fewer foreclosure homes available for bargain prices. Prices
have risen significantly in general. Increasing home prices combined with increased interest rates is not
necessarily a good formula for increasing home sales.
Let’s hope Mr. Orr’s prediction is not accurate for Tucson. However, it is time for everyone in the real estate
industry to pay closer attention to statistics such as the days on market and the amount of home inventory
in the multiple listing service.
Those of us with some gray hair remember the outrageous interest rates that predominated in the early
1980s. Agents and brokers managed to continue to make home sales by utilizing what was dubbed “creative
financing”. That was a fancy name for seller carryback financing. We may soon see more creative financing
surfacing during 2014.
So, my bottom line is that, while the market may get cinched up some due to some regulatory and economic
forces, my faith remains with agents and brokers to be creative in finding solutions to counter those
obstacles.
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Home for the Holidays?
By Karl MacOmber, Esq.
In Grady v. Barth, the Gradys purchased a home but could not keep up
the payments. Their home was lost in a trustee’s sale held by Tri-City
National Bank. Tri-City brought an eviction proceeding and the Superior
Court ruled in favor of Tri-City. The Gradys filed a timely appeal and
asked the Superior Court to set the amount of a bond and stop the
issuance of the writ of restitution (a document which would authorize the
Sheriff to put the Gradys out on the street) pending the appeal. The
Superior Court trial judge, erroneously, concluded that he had the
discretion to issue the stay or deny it and decided to deny the stay,
effectively evicting the Gradys.
However, the Court of Appeals, in its opinion, ruled that the Gradys were
entitled to remain in their home upon the filing of a satisfactory bond.
The bond has been posted and the appeal is pending.

Telephone Consumer Protection Act Amendments
By Heidi Rib Brent, Esq.
Still plagued by telemarketing calls at home or on your cell phone? New
rules from the Federal Trade Commission enforcing the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act (“TCPA”; 47 U.S.C. §227 et. seq.), effective this
past October, further restrict automated telemarketing. Any “automatic
telephone dialing system or an artificial or prerecorded voice,” including
calls to a residential land line or call or text message to a cellular phone,
used for marketing without the “prior express consent of the called party”
may be a violation. “Prior express written consent” must be clear and
conspicuous and cannot be required as a condition of purchase of goods
or services. An ongoing business relationship cannot be the sole basis
of the consent. The TCPA includes the right to sue to recover actual
losses or statutory damages of $500.00 per call, or triple that for a willful
violation. These rules relate only to marketing for a commercial purpose
and do not apply to calls by or on behalf of charitable organizations or
calls to deliver a health care message.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) created the Do Not Call Registry that allows consumers to
stop getting telemarketing calls at home. Registration is free online at www.donotcall.gov or toll
free (888) 382-1222.
Arizona also has a statute regarding telephone solicitations (A.R.S. §44-1271 et seq.), requiring
most telemarketers to file a registration statement with the Arizona Secretary of State, file a bond
with the State Treasurer’s Office, and prohibits certain misrepresentations and requires certain
disclosures.
Consumer complaints of violations of the federal or state statute can be reported to the Arizona
Attorney General’s Office online at www.azag.gov or from Tucson call (520) 628-6504.
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HOA Officer and Director Communications: The Role of E-Mail
By Michael Shupe, Esq.
As many of us strive to wring out the last moments left in our day to quench
the demands of work, family, friends, self – e-mail has become a necessary
and ubiquitous tool. It is no different for those who volunteer a portion
of their lives to serve on boards of directors for their homeowners
associations. So, it comes as no surprise that “doing business” through
e-mail is now commonplace. However, with e-mail comes risk that what
you say as a board member can have lasting consequences.
In the 2008 case of Sebring v. Pamintuan, the Arizona Court of Appeals
upheld a jury verdict of $125,000.00 including punitive damages
against Eilis Pamintuan, secretary of her homeowners association, for her
defamatory statements about a fellow resident, Carl Sebring. It all began
with an e-mail from Pamintuan concerning the content of the minutes of a
contentious board meeting involving Sebring. Pamintuan, in response to
another Board member, wrote:
Yes, Ted I see your point. However, he didn’t threaten to throw you off the board. I sort of
dismissed it as the rage of an old gentleman until I heard his history in Les Springs regarding him threatening a local doctor with a gun after his, Carl’s, wife died.
Subsequently, Sebring and Pamintuan had a physical encounter where Sebring allegedly poked
Pamintuan repeatedly on her arm while accusing her of following him through the neighborhood.
Sebring was charged with disorderly conduct, but, at trial, he was found not guilty. All of this was
too much for Sebring, who filed a defamation lawsuit against Pamintuan. Pamintuan argued that
she had a duty to warn others about the possibility that Sebring could pose a danger at future board
meetings based on the information that another board member had told her about Sebring, the
doctor, and the gun, which she could not corroborate. The jury determined that Pamintuan’s e-mail
statements were false, and were maliciously intended to embarrass, humiliate and harm Sebring
and impute criminal conduct to him.
One lesson is clear, neighborhood gossip, even if we assume that it is well-intentioned, should
never be part of public communications between committee members or directors regarding the
business of the association. However, even if Pamintuan’s error was clear, her story serves as a
broader reminder that e-mail communications among association volunteers, no matter how
private their intent, are still written communications that can become part of the corporate records
of the association, and subject to public consumption.
In general, e-mails can be an effective tool to manage the priorities and regular business of an
association, particularly when a meeting at a board table, public hall, or common room is
impractical, but should not become a substitute for regular meetings. Although the issue did not
come up in the Sebring case, the association can also be held liable for statements made by its
directors and officers, which can be of substantial consequence to the entire community. Therefore,
e-mails are best used for the more ministerial acts of the association, and in narrow circumstances
where an urgent matter must be addressed with little need for discussion. Otherwise, it is probably
best left for an open meeting.
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The Beneficiary Deed—What Is It? By Michael J. Monroe, Esq.
There are different types of deeds for real property in Arizona. They can serve different
objectives depending on the circumstances. The beneficiary deed is the newest member
of the family of deeds in Arizona.
What purpose does such a deed serve? It is used as a means to convey real estate to a
person or persons intended to receive the property upon the death of the owner(s),
without the necessity of probate and without the limitations of using a joint tenancy
deed. It permits the owner(s) to retain all of the benefits of the property during the
owner’s lifetime. That includes the right to dispose of the property without limitation. However, upon the death of the owner the title to the property is vested in the
named beneficiary(ies) in the beneficiary deed. The beneficiary deed is not impacted in
any way by anything contained in the last will and testament of the owner.
The most common question asked concerns what is the difference between a joint
tenancy deed and a beneficiary deed? With a beneficiary deed the named beneficiary(ies)
have absolutely no interest in the real property during the lifetime of the owner. That is
why the owner is able to freely convey title to the property during his/her/their lifetime. The transfer of title or
any interest in the property only occurs upon the death of the owner. However, with a joint tenancy deed the
owner cannot convey the title to the property without the written consent of the joint tenant(s). That is because
upon the creation of a joint tenancy title the new party brought in as a joint tenant acquires an immediate
interest in the title to the property. Thus, once a joint tenancy is created, there is a limitation on the ability of the
original owner to alienate (convey) or sell the property without obtaining the written permission of the other joint
tenant(s). However, once the original owner dies both the beneficiary deed and the joint tenancy deed operate in
the same manner. However, upon the death of the original owner the public record needs to be clarified as to
who the new owner(s) is or are.
After the death of the original owner the public record is clarified and memorialized in the same manner for both
the beneficiary deed and the joint tenancy deed. It is necessary to prepare and record with the county recorder’s
office an affidavit clarifying that the original owner died and disclosing the contents of the deed and attaching it
together with a copy of a certified copy of the death certificate of the original owner.
A joint tenancy deed has often been labeled a ‘poor man’s will’ since the disposition of the title interest of the
deceased joint tenant occurs instantly upon death of the other joint tenant and does so without regard to what a
will of the decedent may say. For example a joint tenant’s Will may leave everything to his/her children.
However, if the decedent has his or her home in joint tenancy with a friend then the friend will take the interest
of the deceased joint tenant despite what the decedent’s will says. A person can be made a joint tenant without
their knowledge or consent. Both the joint tenancy deed and the beneficiary deed avoid the necessity of a probate
at least as to the title to the property so held.
There is some risk with a joint tenancy deed concerning liability. If an owner places a joint tenant on title and the
new joint tenant is sued and has a judgment lien placed on their property it can affect the title to the original
owner’s property. With a beneficiary deed the beneficiary has no interest in the title until the original owner dies.
Likewise, a beneficiary can be named in a beneficiary deed without their knowledge and upon death of the owner
the title will go to the beneficiary without regard to the decedent’s will. The difference is that with a beneficiary
deed the owner can change their mind and terminate the beneficiary deed without the consent of the beneficiary.
Like most things in the law it is wise to understand and plan the use of such titles as a joint tenancy or a
beneficiary deed. There are effective tools under the right circumstances. It is important to review estate plans
periodically. Experts differ but that process should occur at least every three to five years since people’s
circumstances change. There is a necessity of coordinating property held in joint tenancy and/or by a beneficiary
deed with one’s will and/ or their trust. Sometimes people change their mind and consequently change their will
but forget their real estate is held in joint tenancy or under a beneficiary deed. In such a situation the change in
the will or trust won’t impact the legal effect of a property held in joint tenancy or under a beneficiary deed.
If you have any questions it is prudent not to utilize such deeds unless you understand completely the legal
impact of such instruments. Although they can be extremely effective legal tools for estate planning purposes,
they could create unintended consequences in the future.
D e c e m b e r 20 1 3
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MMGM IN THE COMMUNITY
Firm Corporate Challenge 2013

Tucson Association of REALTORS® Installation
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Meet the Staff— Barbara Lasky
By Sally Myers, Office Administrator
Barbara Lasky, GRI, PMN
Real Estate Legal Assistant to Michael J. Monroe Esq.
Barbara Lasky has been a Legal Assistant for about 25 years. She
is also a licensed REALTOR® with Tierra Antigua Realty which
enhances Mike Monroe’s real estate practice by keeping in tune
with the local and national real estate markets, Tucson Association
of REALTORS®, the National Association of REALTORS, and the
Women’s Council of REALTORS®.
She was the 2012 Local Chapter President for the Tucson Chapter
of the Women’s Council of REALTORS®, current 2013 Secretary
for the Arizona State Chapter of the Women’s Council of REALTORS®, upcoming Treasurer for the
Arizona State Chapter of the Women’s Council of REALTORS®, and an upcoming 2014 Director
for the Tucson Association of REALTORS®.
She has earned the designations of GRI - Graduate of the REALTOR® Institute and the
PMN – Performance Management Network.
Barbara is savvy with social media and, therefore, handles much of the marketing for the firm, as
well as generating the monthly MMGM Newsletter.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR—Tucson December Events
1-31—Gaslight Theatre A Small Town
Christmas

19-22—A Tucson Pastorela

1-21—Enchanted Snowfall

21—Meet Santa at Historic Train Depot

13-14—Tohono Chul Holiday Night

21—Parade of Lights

6-22—Zoo Lights

31—Rick Braun’s New Year’s Eve Gala

13-15—4th Ave Winter Street Fair

31—Hotel Congress NYC New Year’s Eve

14-28—Winterhaven Festival of Lights

31—Tucson Jazz Society New Year’s Eve

20-21—Candlelight in the Cave Tour

14—Presidio Luminaria Nights
14-15—The Nutcracker Ballet
15—Tucson Boy’s Chorus Holiday
19— A Swingin’ Christmas!
December
2013 de Guadalupe
15—La
Fiesta
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ARIZONA FASCINATING FACTS
Arizona has 26 peaks that are more than 10,000
feet in elevation. The Hunter Trail at Picacho Peak SP
won the Best Winter Hike in “The Best of Phoenix
publication: "Besides the decent camping facilities and
yearly Civil War battle re-enactment at the site, Picacho's
premier attraction is the spectacular Hunter Trail,
which goes up to the precipitous summit. It's a four-mileround-trip butt-kicker, harkening to the likes of Camelback
Mountain and Piestewa Peak. Steel cables and planks help
nervous hikers overcome the steepest parts, and the
360-degree view at the top of the surrounding desert and
nearby mountains is well worth the effort."
EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE

4578 N. First Avenue
Suite 160

Monroe McDonough Goldschmidt & Molla (MMGM) is a real estate and business law firm. Our attorneys and staff believe that
each client must experience the difference that genuine care and
concern can make. We strive to achieve the client's objectives
while delivering unwavering personal service in an honest,
aggressive and comprehensive manner. We refer to this as our
Clients for Life program. MMGM provides outstanding counsel
and unparalleled representation in the following areas of law:

Tucson, AZ 85718
Phone: 520-325-2000
Fax: 520-886-3527
TucsonAzRealEstateAttorneys.com

mmgm-law.com

Real Estate - Personal Injury
Business and Entity Formation
Civil and Commercial Litigation - Construction Defect
Contracts - Estate Planning—Probate
Homeowner Association (HOA)
Appeals - Arbitration and Mediation Services
Motor Vehicle Warranty Defense
Product Liability - Transactional
Labor and Employment

HONEST
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Legal Disclaimer: The legal information presented in
this Newsletter should not be construed to be formal
legal advice, nor the formation of a lawyer or
attorney client relationship. Any results set forth
herein are based upon the facts of that particular
case and do not represent a promise or guarantee.
Please contact a Lawyer for a consultation on your
particular legal matter. This Newsletter is not
intended to solicit clients for matters outside the
state of Arizona.
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